Domain name system is an important resource in the Internet. Malicious domain detection techniques are used to find the malicious domains which are designed for malicious behaviors. The paper analyzes the existing malicious domain detection techniques and then proposes a new malicious domain detection technique based on traffic similarity. In this paper, we analyze the public botnet traffic dataset and get the DNS traffic pattern. We apply this pattern to spam as well. In this paper, we use normalized Fréchet distance to evaluate two traffic curves' similarity. Our experiments over simulation botnet and spam network show that the proposed technique can achieve high true positive rates (94.3% in average) as we change the botnet connection frequency, DGA types and spam sent rules. The proposed technique provides a new idea for malicious domain detection.
INTRODUCTION
The primary function of Domain Name System is to provide a layer of naming abstraction for Internet hosts and simplify mapping of domains to the IP addresses. But due to the weakness of DNS protocol, domains have become a cover for malicious acts. According to cn/cert given "2016 Chinese Internet Network Security Report" [1] , there were 97000 trojans and botnet controlling Chinese 1699 million computers. Phishing sites which were found 177988 in total, involved with 20089 IP addresses, were the main information disclosure channels. Spam containing all kinds of publicity, viruses and other malicious content is an important way of computer infection.
As the malicious domains play a more and more important role in malicious behavior, malicious domain detection techniques gradually raise attentions of the Internet industry and academic community, which are one of the important research topics in the field of network security. Many researches have made contribution to malicious domain detection [2, 3, 4] . Unlike the improved blacklist techniques behind their DNS traffic analysis, in this paper, we propose a new malicious domain detection technique based on traffic similarity. Before we introduce the technique, we will first give the analysis of similarity in malicious domain traffic in the following paragraph.
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ANALYSIS OF SIMILARITY IN MALICIOUS DOMAIN TRAFFIC
Malicious domain traffic similarity refers to the ground truth that malicious domains share common features. For the bots' common behavior, Internet security workers have done a lot of [5, 6] . In a same botnet, C2 server has an entire control of botnet, making all bots behave in a similar way. Due to this similar behavior, bots will share similar traffic patterns in the communication with C2 server. Spam uses program to send e-mails automatically, there will be a fixed time cycle mode and frequency mode, which makes spam domains behave similarly in traffic.
For normal Internet behavior, normal hosts communicate with each other randomly. So domain request is dependent on the current user's random behavior, and the normal host in the e-mail reception and delivery also depends on the user's use. It can be said that there is no law to follow between the hosts. This irregular, random communication in the network traffic is reflected in the characteristics of the traffic of irregular fluctuations.
In the paper, we capture all traffic in the scientific research network from a certain department. The structure of the network is shown in the Figure 2 (made by wireshark I/O Graph, the horizontal axis represents the time, the vertical axis represents the number of packets, same as Figure 1 ,4,6,7). The experiment intercepts all the traffic on totally two days Sunday and Monday. Among them, a total of 17207673 data packets are collected on Sunday and a total of 26228201 data packets are collected on Monday. The part of DNS traffic is shown as Figure 1 . Under normal circumstances, the number of SMTP packets is almost zero, which is related to the presence or absence of e-mails in the environment.
Since real botnet traffic collection is difficult, researchers have simulated the traffic of botnets by analyzing the behavioral characteristics of botnets [7, 8] . In this paper, we construct a botnet based on Zeus, whose network structure is show as Figure  3 . Zeus can set the communication frequency between bots and C2 server, including bot behavior and hidden mode, etc. We set the communication interval to 10 minutes and each bot will initiate 1000 domain query requests during each interval. We make banjori (one type of DGA) generate domains which can totally generate 15372 domains. The new generated domains' length and TLD types are dependent on the input seeds. Bots will first query domains before communicating with C2, and we capture the traffic during two intervals as Figure 4 .
At the same time, we analyze the Neries botnet traffic dataset botnet-capture.pcap provided by Malware Capture Facility Project [9] . The Malware Capture Facility Project is an effort from the Czech Technical University ATG Group for capturing, analyzing and publishing real and long-lived malware traffic. We give the traffic of Neries botnet in Figure 7 . We also construct spam environment shown as Figure 5 . We make the spambot send 100 e-mails at 12:00 every day. The e-mails are based on SMTP protocol. We capture the SMTP traffic and show part of it in Figure 6 .
Through the analysis of the above traffic from Figure 1 , we can see that the unit time traffic in the normal network reflects the disorder. By analyzing the botnet traffic and the spam traffic from Figure 4 , 6, 7, we found two type of traffic curves show similar in behavior patterns.
TRAFFIC SIMILARITY JUDGMENT BASED ON FRÉCHET DISTANCE
The Fréchet distance is a distance measurement algorithm used to calculate the similarity of two curves in space, proposed in 1906 by the French mathematician Maurice René Fréchet, which is defined as follows:
Let 
Our and compare the distance with the threshold to determine the domains
EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
The experiment environment is as Table Ⅰ .
In real Internet environment, the network traffic is huge and complicated. Correspondingly, the traffic between DNS traffic and mail service is relatively low in the whole network traffic. In order to improve the relevance and accuracy of network traffic analysis, the Internet traffic needs to be cleaned. DNS traffic cleaning consists of two parts, the original DNS traffic acquisition and interference DNS traffic exclusion. In this paper, we use whitelists to clean normal DNS traffic from alexa top 1 billion in order eliminate interference. Also we stop the normal e-mail service.
In the simulation environment, the experiment changes the time of the communication frequency and DGA algorithm at the same time. Also we make the proposed technique deal with the traffic provided by the botnet detection website. Similarly, we change the e-mails send time and number in spambot. We record the results as Table Ⅱ .
Also, the proposed technique can recognize all the spam domains used in the experiments. Experiments show that the proposed techniqus based on traffic similarity is more effective for the DGA domains. We can see that higher the connection frequency, the better the malicious domains detection effect. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first analyze the similarity of the malicious domains in the traffic and then use similarity between the traffic curves to judge the domains. We adopt Fréchet distance to describe the similarity between two traffic curves and judge the domains. The experimental results show that the malicious domain detection technique based on traffic similarity dealing with the botnet domains and spam domains has high true positive rates (94.3% in average). The proposed technique provides a new idea for malicious domain detection.
